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The Trusts (Guernsey) Law 2007

and Other Modern Trust Laws: A

Civilian Perspective
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Much has been written about the new Trusts (Guernsey) Law, 2007,2 in particular by local
practitioners who have been on something of a marketing offensive, and claiming that,
amongst other things, 'the changes overall are designed to create a more flexible framework

for the local trust industry and to ensure that Guernsey, as a jurisdiction for the establishment
and administration of
fiduciary structures, remains well placed and competitive'.3 The initial
governmental mandate given to the working group that rolled out the new legislation was
worded in very similar terms,4 and although the final States Report took a more measured
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approach,5 it was probably more out of a desire for political correctness, rather than an
accurate statement of intentions (given the relatively small importance of

'internal' trusts for

the economy of the Island).

The bigger picture
Whatever the local authorities' main intentions, the new law represents the latest
development in an increasingly competitive race between offshore centres to capture
business, both within their traditional catchment area and also reaching out to clients who

would not instinctively buy into the local offering, because of their culture and legal
traditions. I am, of course, referring to the lucrative civilian market.

Increased recognition of trusts - the good and bad news
The big push into the civilian market is marked by three very different (and apparently
unconnected) trends. The first - the recognition of trusts in a growing number of cIvillaw
countries - is a stroke of luck, hampered only by carefully drafted tax laws in some of these
English solicitor and Swiss lawyer, Partner in the International Wealth Planning Group of Withers LLP in
London. E-mail: filippo.noseda§withersworldwide.com; Tel: + 44 20 7597 6218.
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The text of the new law, with a short introductory note, is set out at (2008) 22 TLI 18.
See, eg the newsletter which appeared on www.careyolsen.com.

'To investigate by consultation with Trust professionals, lawyers, accountants and regulators the requirement
for changes to enable new trust "products" and services to be available to the Fiduciary Sector in Guernsey. To
consider the availability of competitor trust "products" and services from other jurisdictions. To consider

marketing requir,ement for the Fiduciary Sector. To make recommendations fqr the desired changes.'
5

'The Department is responsible for developing initiatives to ensure that Guernsey's legislative framework is

robust in a regulatory sense, but at the same time encourages new business flows. The Department believes that
Guernsey must develop its trust law, not only to serve the needs of the finance industry but all users of trusts.
Importantly, the success of the fiduciary sector is dependent substantially on trusts; and so Guernsey's trust law
must be appropriate for the needs of those using it, who also include individuals living in Guernsey. Whilst the
financial services sector relies on trusts, it is essential that any revisions should strike a balance to ensure that,

whilst being "competitive", Guernsey has legislation that meets the highest standards of practices and
procedures.' See: http:llwww.gov.gglccmlcms-servicelstreamlassetl?asset_id = 528200 i &.
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countries.6 Trusts are currently recognised as such by Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the
whom have ratified the Hague Convention

Netherlands, San Marino, and Switzerland, all of

on the Law Applicable to Trusts and on their Recognition concluded on 1 July 1985.

Monaco is the latest addition, having ratified the Convention with effect from 1 September
2008. In addition, Belgium has introduced private international law rules largely modelled
on the Hague Trust ConventionJ The position in other countries is less straightforward.
Whilst the French courts appear to deal with the trust concept head on,8 the Spanish

Supreme Court has recently refused to give 'effect to a US will trust, although the court's
stance is diffcult to gauge from the judgment.9
The other side of the coin of the growing acceptance of trusts is that offshore trusts can
now be administered in a number of offshore jurisdictions on the Continent, thus increasing the
competitive pressure on traditional trust law jurisdictions such as Guernsey. The Swiss
jumped on the Hague bandwagon,
government made its intentions abundantly clear when it
going on record saying that 'the trust business has a big potential for growth, since the socalled offshore centres (the Channel Islands and some islands in the Caribbean), which have
traditionally been the place of choice for establishing trusts, are increasingly coming under
international pressure and Switzerland might offer a serious alternative, owing to the skils of
its professionals, discretion and well recognised money laundering legislation.'IO

law

Blurring the divide between com:nion law and civil

Unsurprisingly, many traditional offshore centres have gone on the counter-offensive by
invading the turf of their civilian counterparts with the enactment of new foundations laws. If
they speak trusts, why can't we speak foundations? Anguilla, the Bahamas, Cyprus, Malta and

Saint Kitts have already introduced new foundations laws, whilst Antigua and Jersey are
actively working on similar plans (the States of
Jersey have already approved the Foundations
Uersey) Law which is awaiting Royal Assent). Other jurisdictions are actively looking at
joining the queue. The main reason for introducing foundations is that they are seen as a much

more palatable alternative to trusts by many civilian clients, although foundations are
functionally very similar to trusts, something that is confirmed by the fact that the current
Liechtenstein law contains a (little known) cross-reference to the local trust lawll as regards the
6 Art 73(3) of the Italian tax code (TUIR) provides that a trust 'established' in a jurisdiction which is not on
the
the settlors and one of
Italy's white list (eg Guernsey) is deemed to be tax resident in Italy ifat least one of
beneficiaries is resident in Italy, or if, following the creation of such a trust by an Italian settlor, Italian land is
transferred to such a trust.
7 See Matthews (2005) 19 TU 191.

S Although France has not ratified the Hague Trust Convention, there are over 20 judgments (including appellate
decisions) spanning from the ISSOs to the present day which offer ample evidence that the French courts do not

shy away when confronted with trusts, tending instead to tackle this institutions head on: see Béraudo & Tir,ard,
the widely
Les Trusts Anglo-Saxons et Les Pays de Droit Civil (Academy & Finance, 2006). This flies in the face of
held view amongst common lawyers that France simply does not understand andlor recognise trusts (although it

is fair to say that well-advised clients usually avoid using trusts to directly hold French assets).
9 Having accepted that US law applied to the estate by virtue of the deceased's nationality, and having referred
briefly to the difference between legal and equitable ownership as well as to the principles of the Hague Trust
Convention, the Supreme Court moved on swiftly to strike out the claim on the basis that the appellant allegedly

failed to provide suffcient evidence as to the content of that law. Reading the judgment it is not possible to see
whether the Supreme Court's conclusions were based on a real deficiency of the claim or rather on reasons of
convenience (see Tribunal Supremo, judgment no 33Sl200S dated 30 April 2008).
10 Swiss Government's Explanatory Report to the Bill to ratify the Hague Trust Convention, para 1.2.4.
legislation. Of the
law country to introduce the trust law concept in its internal
11 Liechtenstein was the first civil
other civil

law countries that have ratified the Hague Trust Law Convention, only San Marino has introduced a

domestic trust law. The other countries merely recognise the effects of
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foreign trusts on their territories.

relationship between the founder, the beneficiaries and the administrators of the foundation

(usually called 'foundation council', though the terminology varies).12
(Supercharged' trust laws

The release of new and more flexible trust laws represents the last weapon in the armoury of
offshore countries desirous of increasing their share in the civilian market. Undoubtedly,
Guernsey's new trust legislation falls within this category. Admittedly, civilians
are not the
,
non-charitable
the Trusts (Guernsey) Law, 2007 ('TGL'). The introduction of
only targets of
purpose trustsl3 and the abolition ofliability of directors of corporate trusteesl4 are designed,

partly, to increase the appeal of Guernsey as a jurisdiction of choice for private trust
companies (whose shares are usually held by an 'orphan' purpose trust). In addition, the
introduction of a long list of

powers that may be retained by the settlor without invalidating a
law-

Guernsey trustl5 are likely to appeal to strongly minded settlors on both sides of the civil

common law divide. The same applies to the new rules dealing with the (non) disclosure of
letters ofwishes,16 which represents the Island's response to one of

the hottest trust law topics

in the past decade throughout the common law world.17 The introduction of a facultative

alternative dispute resolution mechanisml8 is also likely to appeal to contractually minded

civilians, but the appeal offered by ADR (anonymity, lack of state intrusion, speed) is
something that transcends cultural divides. Equally, the abolition of the previous ioO-year

limit on the length of a trust's duration (that was a variation of the common law principles
vest
in g) wil enable megalomaniacs throughout the
against perpetuities and the remoteness of
world to live forever through dynasty trusts (unless, of course, the trustees squander the trust
assets or decide to appoint the trust fund to the beneficiaries before the end of the world).

12 Like trusts, foundations enable the creation of a segregated pot of assets which cease to be comprised in the estate
of the person who created the structure (settlorlfounder) and which do not form part of the estate of the person
(trusteel foundation council) who is called to administer the funds in accordance with the terms of the
constitutional documents (trust deed, foundation charter) and the law. In both cases, most laws provide that the
creator of the structure may retain a right of revocation as well as certain intervention rights (including the right
to change the constitutional documents and the right to act as trusteelfoundation councilor). Obviously there
are also fundamental differences between trusts and foundations. These differences stem from the fact that a
Massachusetts
foundation has legal personality, whilst a trust usually does not (with the noticeable exception of
~
~

business trusts). This means that title to the assets subject to a trust vests in the trustees, whilst the assetsl
liabilities of a foundation are ownedlentered into by the foundation itself (acting through its administrators)
rather than by its administrators personally. This makes a foundation easier to run in the case of a change of

indemnity is unnecessary). On
the other hand, the fact that the foundation represents a new (legal) person from its founder means that the two

guard, as any assets and liabilities remain with the foundation (so that a chain of

I
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become separate, in the same way as a child is separate from his parents. This being.the case, traditional civil

law

jurisdictions have taken a cautious, approach with regards to the reservation of powers by the founder, notably in
relation to the change of the foundation's purpose(s), as this is contrary to the idea of there being two separate
(legal) persons. However, this has been perceived as a hindrance to the use of foundations and various
traditional jurisdictions, including Austria and Switzerland, have somewhat relaxed their rules in this respect.
Another traditional difference between trusts and foundations relates to their duration. However, the increasing

abolition of the perpetuity principle and the principle against the remoteness of vesting in the offshore trust
world means that this difference is becoming less relevant in practice. Although Liechtenstein is due to drop the
its foundation law (due to enter into force on i
cross-reference to its trust law as part of its current overhaul of

I

April 2009), the fact remains that trusts and foundations remain functionally very similar.

13 TGL, s 12.
14 S 70 of the 1989 Law.

15 TGL, s 15.
16 TGL, s 38.
17 See, eg in Australia Rouse & Ors v lOOF Australia Trustees Limited (1999) 2 ITELR 289 (austlii); in

Jersey Re

Rabaiotti 1989 Settlement 2000 JLR 173 Uerseyinfo); in the Isle of Man Schmidt v Rosewood Trust Ltd (2003J 2 AC
709; in England: Breakspear and Others v Ackland and Dunning (2008J EWHC 220 (Ch).

18 TGL, s 63.
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Similarly, the clarification of the position of retiring trustees,19 which should minimise the
need to revert to complex chains of indemnities, is something that will benefit settlors and
beneficiaries whatever their background.

'Forced' heirship and personal relationship - has the envelope

been pushed to far?
i

By contrast, TGL, s l4 has clearly been designed with civilian settlors in mind. The issue of
'forced' heirship was relatively unknown in the common law world at least until the end of
"

the 1980s, when the Cayman Islands and Jersey introduced provisions in their trust laws to
jersey draftsman, 'forced' heirship had been

deal with this very issue.2o Unfortunately for the

mistakenly defined as an issue of capacity,21 whereas most civilian 'forced' heirship rules do
not restrict the donor's capacity to dispose of his property.22 Instead, a gift that violates
someone's 'forced' heirship right is usually treated as valid when it is made, though it may be

challenged in certain circumstances. Usually, such a gift may be 'reduced', whereby the term
'reduction' has a different meaning in different countries. In some, it means that the donor's
heirs may set the gift aside, either wholly or partially (specific performance or actio in rem)23

but this is rather the exception. More commonly, a claim for reduction merely confers a right
on the donor's heirs to receive monetary compensation from the donee (actio in personam). 24 In
addition, various countries provide for a cut-off period25 as well as limitation periods.26

All this goes to show that a 'forced' heirship right does not restrict an individual's
capacity to dispose of his property (as wrongly assumed by the legislator in jersey and to a

certain extent by the legislator in the Cayman Islands)27 but simply confers more or less
robust remedies on his heirs ifhe gives away too much. Even common law jurisdictions may
19 TGL, ss 43 and 44.
20 Jersey: Art 8A inserted by Trusts (Amendment) Oersey) Law 1989 (Vol 1988-1989, pp 371-372). Cayman
Islands: ss 2 and 6 of The Trusts (Foreign Element) Law, 1987 (now replaced by s 90 of

(2007 Revision).

the Cayman Trusts Law

21 'A reference to forced heirship is a reference to a legal rule restricting the right of a person to dispose of his
property during his lifetime so as to preserve such property for distribution at his death, or having similar effect'.
22 See, eg Matthews (2002) 6 Edin LR 176.

23 See, eg Art 924-2 of Luxembourg's civil code: 'Les libéralités faites à desnon-successibles qui excèdent la quotité

disponible sont soumises à la réduction en nature'. See also Art 929 : 'Les droits réels créés par le donataire
s'éteindront par I'effet de la réduction (.. .).' See also national report to the EU Commission on the
harmonisation of the conflict of laws rules in the field of successions, at p 569: 'La réserve légale ou héréditaire
constitue une partie déterminée de la succession et ne représente donc pas seulement une créance en argent
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contre cette même succession (cfarticle 745 du C.C.). L'héritier réservataire a la saisine, c'est-à-dire qu'il est saisi

~"

de plein droit de sa part dans la succession de son père ou de sa mère.'.

FJ

24 This is the position, eg in Switzerland (see Federal Court decision 110 11 228 dated 7 June 1984) and now also in
France - see Art 924 of the French Civil Code (as amended, 2007): 'Lorsque la libéralité excède la quotité
disponible, le gratifié, successible ou non successible, doit indemniser les héritier réservataires à concurrence de la
portion excessive de la libéralité, quel que soit cet excédent.'.
25 In Switzerland, an inter vivos gift may generaly not be questioned if the donor survves five years from the date of
the git (ZGB, art 527(3)). In Germany, this period is io year (BGB, §2325), whilst Italy has recently introduced a
20-year limit for transfers of land (CC, art 563) in order to faciltate the marketability of

property subject to gifts.

26 In Switzerland, an action for reduction must be commenced no later than one year from the moment the heir

became aware that the gift violates his rights and at the latest io years from the death of the donor (ZGB, art
533). In Italy, the period oflimitation is io years (CC, art. 561 and Cass. 25 November 1997 no 11809). France
has recently reduced its limitation period from 30 years to five years or, in the case of a reserved heir, two years
from the date he became aware of the violation of his rights and at the latest io years after the donor's death.
27 The old Cayman rules defined 'forced heirship' as a right, claim or interests in, against or to the property of

the
deceased, whilst in most countries the claim is against the property of the donee, or against the donee himself
The new rules merely look at the basis of the claim, ie the relationship between the claimant and the deceased,
without specifying its nature and subject matter, so as to catch claims in rem as well as in personam and without
distinction between an interest in the property of the deceased and that of the donee.
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have rules restncting dispositions designed to defeat the powers of the court to award
discretionary shares in an estate to dependants or to divorced spouses: see eg the UK
Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act 1975, known in its abbreviated form
as I(PFD)A. Indeed, although the issue of 'forced' heirship is generally associated with civil

law countries (because of their formulaic approach to the division of assets on death), the
big money divorce cases that followed29

landmark decision in White v White28 and the string of

hip is something that also needs to be reckoned with in England
(because of the provision in the I(PFD)A that in the case of a claim mady by a surviving

indicated that 'forced' heirs

spouse, the court should take into account the share he/she would have received on divorce30)

~i

as well as in other common law jurisdictions.

d
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Since

Jersey's 'faux pas' back in 1989 much has been learnt about the nature of

'forced'

hip rights and the fact that there is not one, but many types of 'forced' heirship rights.
This has culminated in a range of 'catch-all' provisions in the laws of a number of offshore
jurisdictions, including the BVI,31 Jersey (2006 law) and now Guernsey. From a civilian
heirs

perspective, it is rather bemusing to see how what started off as a marketing tool addressed to
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punters from the civil law world (exclusion of forced heirship) has turned into a battle
the irreverent treatment of offshore

between common law jurisdictions, exploded as a result of

trusts by the English divorce courts.32 One cannot help noticing the apparent gulf that is

emerging between civil law countries (which are increasingly embracing the trust concept)
and the destructive stance of the courts of the country which gave birth to this institution.
Also, one cannot help but wonder whether the offshore countries have pushed the
envelope too far. Did the Guernsey legislator really want to obstruct claims based on any
personal relationship to a settlor or any beneficiary?33 In the current climate of hostility

between the UK courts and the trust industry in the British Crown dependencies one could
expect the term 'personal relationship' to mask a reference to marriage. However, the law
relationship by
clarifies that it is clear that the term is much wider and includes 'every form of
blood, adoption, marriage or cohabitation regardless of whether the law of any jurisdiction

recognises the validity, legitimacy or existence of the relationship, and includes a former
personal relationship which has in law or in fact terminated.'34 In theory, therefore, this
means that a deserting parent may extract himself from the duty of supporting his (young)

children by transferring all his property to a Guernsey trust with the seal of approval of the
local authorities and trust industry. Whilst the effects of civil

law 'forced' heirship rights may

be unjust (because of their algebraic approach which does not take into account external

28 (2000J 2 FLR 981, HL.

29 McFarlane v McFarlane (2006J I FLR 497, HL; Miller v Miller (2006J I FLR 1186, HL; Charman v Charman (2007)
EWCA Civ 503.

30 I(PFD)A, s 3(2).
31 British Virgin Islands Trustee Ordinance, s 83A(I) and (13).
32 As one Guernsey commentator put it: 'The 2007 draft introduces for the first time an 'exclusion of foreign law'
provision
modelled upon those in force in a number of competitor jurisdictions (Bermuda, Bahamas, Isle of

the trust industry with the apparent
Man, Cayman and
Jersey). This was introduced to address the concerns of
wilingness of offshore courts, and in particular the Royal Court of Jersey, to give effect to foreign judgments,

particularly those emanating from the Family Division of the High Court in England in the post White v White

environment. In Minwalla v Minwalla the English matrimonial court declared.aJersey trust to be a sham by
applying the wrong test. The Royal Court of Jersey expressed the view that this was an excessive exercise of the
English court's jurisdiction but nonetheless gave effect to the English order on the basis that the trustee had,
jurisdiction of the English court.' See Russell Clark, Commentary on
perhaps unwisely, voluntarily submitted to the

the draft Project de Loi entitled Trusts (Guerney) Law, 2007, available online at http://www.careyolsen.coml
downloadslco i 00545. pdf.

33 TGL; s 14(3).
34 TGL, s 80(1).
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circumstances) it is diffcult to see how a respectable trust law jurisdiction may wish to profile
itself as a family buster. To some extent, the recent laws remind us of the experiment
launched by the Cook Islands in the 1990s, when they introduced aggressive asset protection
legislation. That legislation went too far and the local Court of Appeal (staffed by New
Zealand judges) effectively shot it down.35

Also, too much focus on the 'top end' of the structure (ie the trust) may lead
practitioners and clients alike to forget that assets that are situated in a country which would
--

apply the 'forced' heirship rules prescribed by the law of the settlor's nationalityjdomicilej

residence (as the case may be) remain vulnerable to attacks. So, for example, the Swiss and
Luxembourg conflict of law rules look at the law of the country in which the settlor was
habitually resident at the time of his death.36 Accordingly, the use of a Guernsey (or other
offshore) trust to hold a Swiss bank account or shares in a Luxembourg holding company is
unlikely to bring benefits if the deceased settlor was resident in Civilopia. The same applies
mutatis mutandis in relation to assets located in a country that applies the law of nationalityj

domicile to succession law issues.
In addition, too many common law practitioners dealing with 'forced' heirship issues do
not take into account techniques that are available under the relevant succession law and

instead focus exclusively on the trust structuring. This is based on a misconception that 'forced'

heirship rules are prescriptive and inflexible. This misconception is reinforced by the use of the
word 'forced' to describe what in many cases is merely a chose in action that needs claiming on
they do chose to claim, there may be hoops to jump, such as periods
the heirs. Even if
the part of
of limitations and cut-off provisions. In addition, it may be possible to exclude certain heirs'
claims by way of a succession pact, a technique available, eg in Switzerland,37 Germany,38 in

some Spanish regions39 and, to a limited extent, now also in Italy.4o Moreover,if the client's
main concern is to protect hisjher spouse, it may be possible to defer the children's claims at least
until after the surviving spouse's death using matrimonial contracts41 or carefully drafted wills.42

Forced heirship - sum.m.ary

Guernsey's new trust law contains clear and robust anti-'forced' heirship rules which are
likely to increase Guernsey's appeal as a jurisdiction of choice for many civilian clients who
wish to retain the maximum degree of flexibility when it comes to plan their succession.
35 See South Orange Grove Owners Association v Orange Grove Partners (No 1) (1995) 15 TLI 41; South Orange Grove

Owners Association v Orange Grove Partners (No 2) (1996) I OFLR 3, Grundy 229.
36 For Switzerland: see Art 91 (I) of the Swiss Private International Law of 1987; for Luxembourg see, eg Tribunal

de Luxembourg, 20 juin 1932, Pas 13, p 466.
37 See Art 494 - 497 of the Swiss Civil Code.
38 See BGB, §§ 2274 - 2302.

39 Aragon, Galicia, Balearic Islands, Catalonia, Navarra.

40 Arts 768-bis to 756-octies of the Italian Civil Code (which were introduced in 2006) enable the use of 'family
pacts' to deal with the devolution of family businesses.

41 This may be achieved in France through the election of a 'communauté universelle avec clause d'attribution' the

effect of which is similar to that that would exist under joint tenancy, as the whole of the deceased's property
passes to the surviving spouse without any possibility for the couple's children to challenge the arrangements.
Similar arrangements are possible in other countries, eg in Switzerland.

42 So, for example, French law provides that an individual may give his/her spouse the option to choose between
which depends
opting for the disposable share (the size of
various rights under the estate. Accordingly, instead of
children issued by the testator), the surviving spouse may elect to receive an 'usufruit (which is
on the number of
similar to a simple life interest as to his effects) in the whole estate or a 'usufruit in three-quarters of the estate
and full ownership in the remaining one-quarter (see Art 913 of

the French Civil Code). Similarly, Swiss law

provides that the testator may leave a 'usufruit' in the whole estate to his/her spouse. As with France, such a
legacy may not be challenged by the couple's children (see Art 473 of
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At the same time, the new trust law appears to acknowledge the complex nature of

reserved portions, by substituting the reference to 'foreign rules offorced heirship' (emphasis

hip rights'.44 On the other hand,

supplied)43 with a more neutral referenCe to 'foreign heirs

the extension of the new rules to claims based on 'personal relationship' is somewhat
worrying as it raises the issue as to whether the Guernsey legislator has gone too far in its wish
to preserve the integrity of trusts with a foreign element.

In practice, whether or not a Guernsey trust wil provide full protection depends on a
myriad of factors, including the location of the assets and the residence i of the trustees/
administrators. Whilst the new law represents an interesting development, the issue of
'forced' heirship needs to be looked at from different angles. Exclusive reliance on anti-forced
heirs

hip legislation may lead to planning disasters.
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A user-friendly vadernecurn of trust law
One of the greatest merits of Guernsey's new trust legislation (at least from a civilian
perspective) is the use of plain English to describe a complex relationship that is mostly the
product of a stratification of case law. Some interesting examples are a description of what
the word 'fiduciary'45 means as well as a description of the Saunders v Vautier principle.46
Whilst Saunders v Vautier is more relevant to the legal theory of trusts than its practical use

(because of the wide class of beneficiaries in most modern discretionary trusts), the
importance of an explanation of the meaning of 'fiduciary' in a trust context should not be
under-estimated. This is because other jurisdictions also use the word 'fiduciary', though in a
very different context. This may lead to huge misunderstandings.
In the German-speaking world, a 'fiduciary contract' is a contract by virtue of
which a
person (known as the 'Treugeber', ie literally 'the entrusting person') transfers property to
another person (known as 'Treunehmer', ie 'the entrusted person') to be administered in

i

accordance with the terms of the agreement for the benefit of either the principal or other
beneficiaries. Seen in this light, there are various similarities between a 'fiduciary contract'

j
..~.._.i

and a trust. In both cases, title is vested in the fiduciary who administers the property in his

rl

own name but for the account of another person. Some legal systems even provide for
:1

~

I

segregation of the assets in the event of bankruptcy of the 'entrusted person', at least in some
circumstances.47 In addition, it is possible (though not very common) for there to be thirdparty beneficiaries who may request performance. In this case, a triangular relationship arises
which is prima facie similar to that which exists under a trust:

43 S llA, introduced by the Trusts (Amendment)(Guernsey) Law, 1990.

I
l'

44 TGL, s l4(3)(b)(i)(A).
45 TGL, s 22.
46 See TGL, s 53(3).
47 In Switzerland the extent of this segregation is subject to some debate. According to the case law of the Federal
Court, there is a distinction between property that the 'entrusted person' has received from the 'entrusting person'
and property that he has received from others. The typical school example involves a painting. In the first case, A

(an art dealer who wishes to remain anonymous) transfers a painting to B coupled with the instruction to B to sell
the painting to a museum in B's own name, but for A's account. In the reverse example, A transfers money to B
coupled with the instruction to buy a painting from a museum in B's Own name but for A's account. In either
case, B, ie the fiduciary, goes bankrupt before he has managed to pass on the painting, either to the museum (first
example) or to A (second example). In a much criticised case, the Federal court has held that A may claim the
painting in the second example (painting used to belong to the museum) but not in the first example (painting
used to belong to A) - see Federal court decision 39 11 809; 102 ILL 103. The starting point in Germany is the

exact opposite. Accordingly, the main principle under German law is that the principal may only claim back
assets which he transferred to the 'entrusted person', though there are some exceptions (see, eg Federal court
decision BGH 1..1993 - IX ZR 251/92, WM 1993, 1524 = NJW 1993,2662 = ZIP 1993, 1185).
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Trusteel'entrusted person'

Beneficiary

Settlorf'entrusting person'

In fact, the two relationships are quite different, though not for the reason commonly put
forward by common lawyers and civil

lawyers alike, which is that a beneficiary under a trúst

acquires a proprietary interest, whilst a beneficiary under a fiduciary contract merely
acquires rights in personam against the 'entrusted person' (ie the trustee). As Paul Matthews
correctly observed, common lawyers use the word 'property' in a much looser context than
their civilian counterparts so that what constitutes a proprietary interest under common law
law test for rights in rem.48 The use of the
does not necessarily pass the strict dogmatic civil
same word in a different context is perhaps the biggest hindrance to the recognition of trusts
in the civil law world. Within the (less dogmatic) common law world, even Underhill &
Hay
ton find it diffcult to reconcile the rights of beneficiaries under a discretionary trust with
the concept of

property, and instead take a pragmatic approach that shows its limits (at least

from a dogmatic civilian perspective) in the context ofa discretionary trusts.49 Unfortunately,
the use of the word 'proprietary' to describe both the trustees' and the beneficiaries' interests
gives rise to the misconceived notion of dual ownership under a trust, which is prima facie
irreconcilable with the civilian notion of numerus clausus of rights in rem.

Seen in this light, the main difference between a trust and a fiduciary contract is not the
nature of the beneficiaries' interests (proprietary v 'contractual), but the person to whomjiduciary

duties are owed. Under a fiduciary contract, these duties are owed primarily to the 'entrusting

person' (ie the settlor), not the beneficiary. In particular, the 'entrusting person' (ie the settlor)
has a right to give instructions to the 'entrusted person' (ie the trustee). Many common law
practitioners are baffed when faced with Swiss or Liechtenstein professionals that administer

trusts in a very (how shall we say) 'settlor-friendly' way whilst claiming to act as fiduciaries.

ton (ed), Extending the Boundaries of Trusts and Similar

48 'From Obligation to Property, And Back Again' in Hay

Ring-Fenced Funds (Kluwer, 2002),

49 'There has been some controversy over the nature of an equitable interest under a trust. To what extent is the
beneficiary's interest in rem and to what extent a right in personam? (...) At times, it is said that equitable rights
under a trust are rights in personam in the sense that each trust beneficiary has a personal right against the trustee

the trusts and to ensure that the trustees properly discharge their duties. (...J On
the other hand, a beneficiary does have a right in rem in the sense of a "real" or "proprietary" right where he can

to ensure due performance of

exercise equitable proprietary remedies via the tracing process against strangers in possession of the trust
property, or its traceable product. (...J A beneficiary may similarly be regarded as interested in the res, the
subject of the trust, where he is a sane adult absolutely indefeasibly entitled as against the trustees to the trust
property within the Saunders v Vautier principle. (.. . J A beneficiary under a discretionary trust is in a specially

weak position (...J It seems that the discretionary trustees have ownership subject to onerous fiduciary duties in
circumstances where the beneficiaries have no full proprietary interest though they may exercise proprietary
remedies via the tracing process' (The Law if Trusts and Trustees, (16th Edn) p 42). Contrast this with the

explanation contained in the Swiss government's explanatory report to the law ratifying the Hague Trust
Convention which was discussed in a previous article which appeared in Trust Law lnternational (Nosed
'Switzerland and the Hague Trust Convention: where are we? Benefits and Missed Opportunities of

Proposals' (2005) 19 TU 58).
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These common law practitioners need not be baffed, as their counterparts are in fact acting as
the same word. Accordingly, one should not
fiduciaries, though based on a different meaning of
underestimate the importance of the description of 'fiduciary duty' contained in TGL, s 22(2),
as it clarifies that 'a trustee shall execute and administer his functions under it (. ..) onl) in the
interests of the benifciaries or the charitable or non-charitable purpose, as the case may be'.

Conclusions

i

Guernsey's new trust law comes across as a user-friendly tool that has the merits of explaining
(and demystifYing) the trust concept using a readily understandable language. This is likely to

increase knowledge of the trust concept in the civil law world. In marketing terms, the
comprehensive rules may put Guernsey in a better competitive position than neighbouring
Jersey, which is stil recovering from the harsh criticism made against its 2006 reforms5o as well

as some judicial setbacks.s It remains to be seen whether the Guernsey courts will challenge
the English family courts, but it is more likely that they will snub decisions taken by a civilian
law countries that in relation to the UK.
court, as comity is less of an issue in relation to civil
On the other hand, the new law is not without defects. In particular the extension of

asset protection type rules to any kind of personal relationship may put Guernsey on a
collision course with other countries and may deter some of them from formally recognising

trusts. At the same time, the apparent need to explain every single facet of the trust
relationship may be seen by some as dangerous hyperleges, and by others as an attempt to
codify trust law. This would give a false sense of security to civilians, who are used to look at
written codes as the primary source oflaw. On the other hand, civilians may wrongly assume
that aspects that are not dealt with by the new law are not permissible. In practice, therefore,

there is a tension between wanting to explain the trust concept to civilians, the appearance of
codification and the dangers of hyperleges. An example of this danger is provided by TG L, s
8(3) which provides that 'the terms of a trust may impose an obligation on a beneficiary as a
benefit'. Is this provision reall) necessary or does its content follow naturally from
condition of
the essence of the trust concept?

A final comment relates to the interrelation between trust law and procedural law.
Whilst Guernsey's new law offers a lot of information to potential punters, it is silent as to

what happens when things go wrong. Admittedly, it refers to the issue of directions, which
reflects a paternalistic approach of the courts of equity that is foreign to the civilian legal

culture. It also refers to alternative dispute resolution ('ADR'). However, there are no
references to the issue of discovery/disclosure, Beddoe and 'unless' orders, freezing injunctions,

Î

and so on. Whilst these are procedural tools that do not belong in a substantive law, the new
the creation and
of the story, which is that of
administration of trusts. However, many a civilian client's contact with a common lawyer is
with a trust litigator when things go wrong and the sense of bewilderment of these clients
(and their advisors) when faced with the peculiarities of our procedural systems raises the
question as to whether a brochure-like trust legislation is in fact part clever marketing and part

Trusts (Guernsey) Law, 2007 only tells one half

¡;.

unintentional misrepresentation.

50 See in particular Harris 'jersey's New Private International Law Rules for Trusts - A Retrograde Step', (2007)

11 JGLR 9; by the same author: 'Comity overcomes Statutory Resistance: In the Matter of the B Trust' (2007)
11 JGLR 184.
51 See Minwalla v Minwalla (2005J i FLR 771, and In the Matter rithe B Trust 2006JLR 562, 8 December 2006. In
both cases, the

Jersey courts have criticised the approach taken by the English family courts, but in practice gave

effect to their decisions.
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